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About This Game

THE CITY ADVENTURE IS HERE!
Sacred Tears TRUE is a doujin RPG that blends the best of the JRPG genre with innovative and fun game elements, plus high

quality art and music in one honest-to-goodness gem of a game.

Seil and his childhood friend Seana are neophyte thieves in the Thieves Guild of Genoseed City. By day they operate a private
investigator agency, and by night they undertake Thieves Guild missions across the city. Sacred Tears TRUE is the story of

these young thieves and their pursuit of dreams and adventure.

Sacred Tears TRUE brings both traditional JRPG elements and fresh and unique features such as a deceptively simple but deep
card battle system, redistributable skill points, and graphics by Takashi KONNO (Shichinin no Bukiya) and music by Hiroyuki

Ojima (Accel World, When They Cry anime) and Shimotsuki Haruka (Atelier Iris, Ace Attorney Orchestral Performance)

Each of the 48 chapters in Sacred Tears TRUE comprises of a single mission or case. Each chapter is a standalone episode, but
as the game progresses, there number of characters increases and the main dramatic story arc plays out.

Features:
• Quite simply one of the best ever doujin RPG and a must-have for any JRPG fan!

• Fresh and engaging characters, stories, and drama – from comedy to political intrigue.
• Traditional and new JRPG features, including a unique card battle system, redistributable skill points, and multiway system!

• Outstanding replay value: 24 main story chapters and 24 side chapters!
• Chapter (5–30 mins each) format for easy play!
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• A treasure trove of beautiful, high quality character art by Takashi KONNO!
• An exceptional original soundtrack by Ojima Hiroyuki & Shimotsuki Haruka!
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Title: The Sacred Tears TRUE
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
AlphaNuts
Publisher:
Nyu Media
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/ Vista / 7 / 8*

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 1.5GHz or better

Graphics: Onboard graphics card will be plenty

English
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the sacred tears true walkthrough. the sacred tears true. the sacred tears true игра. the sacred tears true gameplay

Good Expansion, adds hours of battles and new awsoeme units, but i hate the fact that the portuguese are not considered a major
nation, taking in consideration that the first reason why Napoleon invaded the Penisula, wich was to attack the Portuguese and
as always Portugal\u00b4s role on recent total war games(Empire and Napoleon) is heavily diminuished and forgotten,
something i find extremly outrageous and offensive to my nation. Edit: Now That I've Beaten It Faster Than Expected Edition

Disclaimer - Get this when it's on a good sale.

==========

VALA is a slick dual-stick shooter that comes as advertised, and the goofy we're-idiot-college-roommates humor works fine on
the side considering all your gametime is almost solely invested in murdering entire small countries worth of llamas. Really the
sort of thing I haven't played since Smash TV back when most people reading this review weren't even born or were busy filling
diapers.

I have no doubt this would be amazing couch co-op for we're-idiot-college-roommates, but for god's sake I got this on Steam
and it'd be really swell if I could give the creators more of my paycheck and tax return money by shilling out gift copies for
friends who will never play this with me anyway if it had online multiplayer. Just saying.

TL;DR - I didn't mean to go past 2 hours of played time so I could refund it but here we are.. Hello, To begin, I'd like you to ask
yourself "why"
If the answer is yes, read on.
Pros
They have configurable controls
Realistic Gargoyle physics
Mutants and Vampires come with DLC!!!
Certainly a few Gargoyles
Costs less than a noose

Cons
The game
40% sure Alaska is not a barren desert wasteland, need confirmation though
No skellingtons (then again, would've spooked me into the moon!1!!)

Overall Rating 8.333\/12.65
Verdict: Play for yourself and find out!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!1!!
P.S. please call suicide prevention hotline immediately after closing game. more gore more fun. Go to try out game... 30 hours
later.

Simple addictive somewhat idle dungeon crawler with light micromanagement aspects.

Not pay 2 win which is amazingly rare to see, well done guys.
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wow this game is really A W F U L.
They call this garbage, "strategy"?!
its FAR more simple than the other negetive reviews lead me to believe, the most shallow "RTS" i have ever played, FAR worse
than even World in conflict's super shallow strategy
imagine a mobile phone game with the graphics of a PC game, but at its core its a really SIMPLE game, mind numbingly simple
game.
you can put schit in a silk stocking but its still just schit in the inside.
Your APC's counter ATTACK helicopters!
It supremely stupid.
An attack helicopter will shred TANKS ,but a light armored thin skinned PERSONNEL CARRIER will make minch meat out
of a unit that shreds tanks??
Laughably moronic game design.
The game is SUPER easy with its simple "rock paper scissors", unit countering "system".
AS BORING AS A FREE TO PLAY VISUAL NOVEL.
REFUNDED even at three dollars!
. It feels like a blend of Risk of Rain with elements of Spelunky, all wrapped up in a pixellated nightmare.

With some more gameplay tweaks and some difficulty balancing, this has every chance of being one of the best platformers out
there.. Awesome. Finished single player campaign. Great story, great voice acting and great visual/audio presentation, especially
for the time. Well worth every penny.. ABSOLUTLY \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Great game! Incredibly addicting and quite
the challenge! I'll sleep when I'm dead! Until then... PROJECT MALLOW!. I got this game because, just like another crown
jewel, Alpha Prime, it seemed to offer an old-school Red Faction-like feeling.

Since I don't actually care much about game reviews(not because I don't trust or believe what people say about a game but
because I believe a review is, just like ones opinion about a game, a matter of taste), I ignored the general impression and I
decided to give it a try.

First thing, the graphics are not that good nor that bad. I think generic would be the right word for this. Now, I don't usually rate
a game for it's graphics and I am not gonna start now but if this is important to you, keep in mind that I wanted to try this game
because it had the look-n-feel of old FPS games even if it was released in October 2008.

In fact, everything about this game feels generic. The sound effects and the soundtrack are OK but nothing special. The voice
acting is not necessarily bad but it's kinda weird. Everytime I played this game I had the feeling voices aren't embedded in the
cutscenes or the game itself but applied over. If this doesn't ring a bell, I guess I could say the voices sound like a 70's studio
record.

But this isn't the main problem.. Actually I'm not sure there is a main problem.

The game seems to be a bit "bipolar" (if this can be said about a game) when it comes to level design and combat consistency.
While some levels are quite nice and well done, some are poorly designed and many times make you wander around trying to
find your way through or trying to find some well hidden lever or button. Of course, this is not as easy as it seems since usually
you are under heavy fire and enemies will keep on coming until you press the button or pull the lever or exit the room. Unless of
course the level is well done and has a nice design. In this case chances are you'll find almost no bad guy so you'll have time to
admire every detail.

Another annoying thing is that there is almost no enemy variation. You only have 4-5 enemy types and you'll encounter them all
in the first part of the game. And they are all generic. There is the light armor guys with rifles and shotguns, the heavy guys with
rockets and grenades, the sniper dudes and a few more. And while they are so generic, the are very aggressive and accurate.
They rarely miss and they do a lot more damage than you can do to them.
All these make the game quite frustrating but they do however make a decent gameplay and offer a challenging combat,
something that's to be expected from an old school game.

There is a big selection of weapons you can choose from and, just like in every old school game, you can carry lots of them with
you.
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The story can be quite interesting even if, just like many things in this game, it's very generic, but only if you manage to get
around the odd voice acting and the oddly written (or badly translated) PDA messages.

Unfortunately, the game is a bit too long for what it offers so even if the story may seem interesting, it's not enough to make you
wanna finish this game.

In the end, Exodus from the Earth isn't a really bad game and can actually be entertaining if you like old school FPS games, but
it fails to offer anything new to the genre. I bet you won't regret getting it on sale for 80% off but still, you shouldn't expect
much.

6/10 potatoes and a NO from me, altough I wish I could give it a MEN since I can't actually give it a YES nor a NO.. Great
oldtmer remake , i had it on AMIGA 1200. In a nutshell, Ragequit Simulator 2014.

This game requires GIANT reflex and has 10 levels. If you get hit once, GAME OVER! Its one of those quick responsive games
sorta like Super Hexagon. I always think I'll get better if I keep going but not much has changed(yet). If you're good at this sort
of thing, by all means buy it. If you're a first timer, WELL THEN GOOD LUCK CAUSE IT'S A BEACH O_o. Like Puzzle
Quest? Tired of playing it the same way? Then get this game! Lots to like about this game.. I have to admit that I loved Dustoff
Heli Rescue.
It's a helicopter game - and I'm a big fan of that genre, so that was a big plus for me right from the start.
Possibly the best way to describe it would be as a helicopter game crossed with a Rambo movie, and made with Lego (or
Minecraft).

The graphics are very simple. There's nothing too flash there, but they've done a lot with it.
It's a side-scrolling game, so all you can do is make the helicopter move left and right, and go up and down (the shooting is done
automatically).
The controls are very basic. Essentially, you control the helicopter by moving Left and Right; I would've liked some Up and
Down controls, but when you get the feel for the nuances of the Left and Right controls, you can use them to go Up and Down
quite easily.

The early levels are quite easy, but it's mega-hard by the time you get to the final level.
There are 25 levels in all, so there's a lot to go through.

Note that, in the first sentence of this review, I said that "I loved Dustoff Heli Rescue" - "loved", as in past tense.
That's because, for me, it doesn't have a high replayability factor.
Once I finished the game, that was it, I really didn't feel like playing it again. I tried to go back to it, but the replayability factor
was rather "meh".

However, that being said, I really enjoyed it when I went through all of the levels for the first time.
I went flat-out and got Gold Medals for every level (which was not easy, believe me - especially for the later levels).
When I looked at my achievements for the game (I got 100%), I noted that I got them all within a 23-hour period - I went full-
pelt at the game over a period of two days, and got the lot.

In a nutshell: The game design is simple, the enjoyability factor is high, and the replayability factor is low.

If you're up for a simple helicopter game and being a Rambo-style heli pilot, then get this game - it's great, mate!
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